
 

 

 

 

 

Fantasy Bundle Activities 
 

With the Safari Ltd Fantasy Activity Bundle, kids can go on a journey into a fantastical realm, right in their own home 
or backyard. With fantasy themed toys and figures and this activity guide, you can turn your home from ordinary to 
magical! 

 
1. Go on a Hunt for Fairies and Dragons! 

One thing about fantastical creatures like fairies, they’re hard to find! Since they like to hide, why not go on a fairy 
hunt! 

A. You can organize a scavenger hunt for the kiddies to help open the door to the world of fantasy by hiding 
figures from the Fairy & Dragons Designer TOOB either around the house or in the backyard. 
 

2. Create a Fantasy Sensory Bin 

Once your kids have uncovered all of the hidden fairies and dragons, it’s time to play with them! A sensory bin is a 
great activity for younger kids, and TOOB figures are just the right size. 

A. Just find a shallow tray or bin and fill with TOOB figures and any fill you like – rice, sand, beads, 
seeds…whatever you want! 

B. You can also use the Knights & Dragons TOOB in the Fantasy Bundle for this activity. Small pebbles or rocks 
(nothing too sharp!) can make a good fill material. 
 

3. Create the Castle 

Using building blocks from BiOBUDDi – an eco-friendly building block made from sugarcane – have kids create  a 
castle for their knights and fairies to live in!  

A. Have children use their imagination to build a BiOBUDDi castle (or castles) for their knights from the Knights 
& Dragons TOOB to inhabit.  
 

4. Defend the Castle at All Costs! 

Uh oh, it looks like the BiOBUDDi castle is right smack in Lava Dragon territory! How will the brave knights prevail? 

A. Kids can engage in imaginative free play to help defend the castle they build from the small dragons of the 
TOOBS, as well as the much larger, fiercer Lava Dragon! The Lava Playmatt makes an excellent play surface 
to stage this epic battle. Maybe the fairies will help save the day? Who knows! 
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